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I had an unexpected day once. When I woke one morning to find a giant buttplug up myand a huge blackglued to my forehead.
Also there was what could only be a described as a dwarf hooker next to me about to snort a line off my In the corner of the
room was an obese naked man with huge feathers sticking out of hisbr>with a very small But worse of all was my PE teacher
from high school about to drop hisonto the blackon my forehead. This was a very unexpected day and far better than the day in
thisgame.. Game does not launch.. For garbage cards Crashes immediately "Author" raises the related bots. Unexpected Day -
what to expect: a) is named "Application 1" on taskbar, b) main menu music (which is all music) plays only once, c) alt-tabbing
makes it crash, d) ESC does nothing, e) has no sound, f) takes over 1,6 GB of RAM. and it's just on start, g) Steam Overlay also
makes it crash, h) you can 'spam' Enter key, when changing location (using "Enter) to prevent going there. i) no basic options,
like rebinding keys, j) poor English. At least Dev sells it for only 1 euro. Not that much of cashgrab, but game offers almost
nothing, except some 'visual' story ("visual" cause it's pixelated), where you need explain it to yourself.. Unexpected Day is a
game that I can't recommend because: - it's not worth the money - there are lots of bugs - the controls are horrible - it is boring -
the graphics are terrible - the menu soundtrack plays only once - it crashes all the time - devs think that esc button is only used
to summon taskmanager that is used to kill the application - you can't rebind the keys - it has big grammar problems - this game
is for the trading cards only - instructions are non existant. - it is a mystery why this game is even on steam - don't buy. if gotten
for free don't even download.. Doesn't even load.. crashes every 10 seconds. i hate this game. Wow. this game really
Unexpected That crash yo, Cant even get into the game lol I keep launch the game over and over again until it reach 5mins
playtime so i can leave a review.. pretty good game
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